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Robo-lution 

Is the year 3,099 and technology has advanced a lot, the robots were everywhere to help or 

make humans life easy. That was until some robots decided to begin a war, a Robo-lution 

against humanity, now almost every robot in the planet is contaminated with a faulty virus 

designed to make them attack people instead of serving them. 

How the robots did this? Months ago a huge robot came to the middle of New York, 

announcing that Earth is for robots! He had a control said: -Robots of Earth! Our days of serving 

petty humans are over! And press a button the sent a powerful signal. All the robots went 

haywire against people, causing suffering a pain around the world. Some humans could escape 

from the robots like me and Christopher hiding in the shadows ever since. 

Dr. James Lake, a robotic engineer along with his wife who was the most advanced hacker of 

our era were working to find out the main leader of the robots who calls himself CHAOS and re-

program it hoping to stop the Robo-lution. The robots found about their discoveries and burned 

the laboratory trapping them inside.  

My name is Matthew Lake, and probably you are going to think I’m crazy for what I’m going to 

tell you but it is true, I made this control that if I press this button robots can be deactivated but 

without my parents laboratory, I can only use it one time before needing to change batteries 

and I must be very close to the robot for it to work, but if I could get close to CHAOS control 

could fuse the two controls and use his power to deactivate all the robots. 

That is why I need to enter the fortress of Chaos! Despite me knowing that is almost an 

impossible task. Cristopher looked at me with hope every time I talked about this. He said:- 



What do you think it will happen if your theory about deactivating all the robots is right? I 

chuckled and said… 

-We are about to find out! Are you ready? I asked even though I knew the answer. 

-Yes, Matthew which one is the plan this time? 

A few moments after the two friends go to the middle of the street then Matthew very brave 

says: HEY ROBOTS! I bet you can’t catch me! I heard Cristopher screamed: YES! We are here 

come on get us! Two big robots started chasing after us and pretty soon we got caught. Once 

we were in the entrance of the fortress of CHAOS I was telling to Cristopher that we needed to 

act scared and wait when the robots were almost going to put us in the cage I grab my control 

and pressed the button immediately the two robots got deactivated.  

Cristopher and I ran to find the throne of CHAOS but first I needed to replace the batteries and 

put new ones then. I felt a rush of adrenaline couldn’t help thinking, finally I’m going to revenge 

my parents! Then Christopher said: Mathew! CHAOS throne is here! We had seem this many 

times in the screens but never made it this far. Frantically I look around to see If CHAOS is there 

but can’t find him or his special remote it seems that is going to be more difficult than I thought 

but we made it so far I can’t stop! I won’t stop now! 

I heard a loud thud and look back Christopher was on the ground and I see CHOS hovering over 

him. My thoughts were running so fast I couldn’t even register the whole scene. I also see the 

remote. Before I could realize the fight to save the humanity and my friend life begun. CHAOS! I 

heard myself scream, I’m here to finish this! The robots will finally get what they serve! He 

charged after me, a spectacular fight for the human kind unraveled. 



To be continued.   


